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A Sound decompressing apparatus which achieves Special 
reproducing, also known as trick play, two examples of 
which are forward Search reproducing and reverse Search 
reproducing, by Selecting and decompressing frames con 
taining Sound data at fixed or predetermined intervals. The 
apparatus may adjust the output level of reproduced Sounds 
during Special reproducing. 
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SOUND DECOMPRESSINGAPPARATUS 
PROVIDING IMPROVED SOUND QUALITY 
DURING SPECIAL REPRODUCING SUCH AS 
FORWARD SEARCH REPRODUCING AND 

REVERSE SEARCH REPRODUCING 

BACKGROUND OF INVENTION 

This invention relates to a decompressing apparatus for 
use in a Video camera, an electronic Still camera, a telephone 
having a voice recorder or Voice mail, and the like. 
A Sound decompressing apparatus is disclosed in ISO/IEC 

11172-3:1993 (E) (MPEG1 Audio), for example, a block 
diagram of which is shown in FIG. 8. Referring to FIG. 8, 
a Sound input signal is applied to a bit Stream unpacking 
section 801, which unpacks a bit stream into a header, a bit 
allocation of each band, a Scale factor of each band, and 
Sample data. A requantization Section 802 requantizes the 
Sample databased on the Scale factor and the bit allocation. 
A synthesis Subband filter 803 synthesizes the bands of the 
requantized Sample data. However, this Sound decompress 
ing apparatus is not described in the above-mentioned 
publication in terms of a method for Special reproducing of 
Sounds, also known as trick play, two examples of which are 
forward Search reproducing and reverse Search reproducing. 
The same is also true for the control of gain during Special 
reproducing of Sounds. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

It is an object of the present invention to provide a Sound 
decompressing apparatus which is capable of executing 
Special reproducing of Sounds (trick play). 

It is a further object of this invention to provide a sound 
decompressing apparatus which is capable of adjusting the 
output level of a Sound Signal while the apparatus executes 
Special reproducing of Sounds. 
To achieve the foregoing objects of the present invention, 

Special reproducing of Sounds is carried out by processing 
frames at fixed or predetermined intervals. Furthermore, the 
output level of a Sound Signal is adjusted by performing gain 
control in a Series of Sound decompressing processes during 
Special reproducing of Sounds. 

In accordance with the present invention, a data decom 
pressing apparatus includes: an input determination Section 
which detects an indication of Special reproducing of 
Sounds, a frame Skip Section which directs frames of a bit 
Stream to be inputted at fixed or predetermined intervals, the 
bit Stream consisting of frames each containing data of a 
fixed number of Samples, a bit stream unpacking Section, 
which inputs the frames at fixed or predetermined intervals 
from the bit stream inputted by the input determination 
Section and unpacks each of the frames into a header, a bit 
allocation of each band, a Scale factor of each band and 
quantized Sample data divided into a plurality of frequency 
components of equal interval; a gain control Section which 
calculates a new Scale factor based on the Scale factor of 
each band unformatted by the bit Stream unpacking Section; 
a requantization Section which requantizes the Sample data 
quantized in the bit Stream unpacking Section from the bit 
allocation and the new Scale factor; and a Synthesis Subband 
filter which Synthesizes the bands of the Sample data requian 
tized in the requantization Section. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

These and other features, objects and advantages of the 
present invention will become more apparent from the 
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2 
following description, when taken in conjunction with the 
accompanying drawings, wherein: 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing an embodiment of a 
data decompressing apparatus according to the present 
invention; 

FIG. 2 is a diagram for explaining forward reproducing in 
a data decompressing apparatus of the present invention; 

FIG. 3 is a diagram for explaining an example of 
quadruple-speed forward Search reproducing in a data 
decompressing apparatus of the present invention; 

FIG. 4 is a diagram for explaining another example of 
quadruple-Speed forward reproducing in a data decompress 
ing apparatus of the present invention; 

FIG. 5 is a Scale factor table used in a data decompressing 
apparatus of the present invention; 

FIG. 6 is a diagram for explaining an example of 
quadruple-Speed reverse Search reproducing in a data 
decompressing apparatus of the present invention; 

FIG. 7 is a diagram for explaining another example of 
quadruple-Speed reverse Search reproducing in a data 
decompressing apparatus of the present invention; 

FIG. 8 is a block diagram showing a conventional Sound 
decompressing apparatus, 

FIG. 9 is a block diagram showing the configuration of a 
pickup apparatus using a data decompressing apparatus of 
the present invention; and 

FIG. 10 is a diagram for explaining a pack with Sounds 
and images multiplexed. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

Hereinafter, an embodiment of the present invention will 
be described with reference to the accompanying drawings. 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an embodiment of the present 
invention. Referring to FIG. 1, a Sound decompressing 
apparatus 106 includes an input determination section 101, 
a bit stream unpacking Section 102, a gain control Section 
103, a requantization section 104, a synthesis Subband filter 
105, a switch 107 having contacts 108,109, and a frame skip 
section 110. The input determination section 101 activates 
the gain control section 103 and the frame skip section 110 
when a Special reproducing button for indicating forward 
Search reproducing or reverse Search reproducing is pressed. 
The bit stream unpacking Section (frame unpacking Section) 
102 unpacks the bit stream of the inputted Sound data into a 
header, a bit allocation of each band, a Scale factor 
(reproducing magnification) of each band, and quantized 
Sample data divided into a plurality of frequency compo 
nents of equal interval. The gain control Section 103 calcu 
lates a new Scale factor based on the Scale factor of each 
band. The requantization Section 104 requantizes the Sample 
data. The synthesis Subband filter 105 synthesizes the bands 
of requantized sample data. The Switch 107 selects whether 
to activate the gain control Section 103 before processing in 
the requantization section 104. The frame skip section 110 
inputs Specified data in response to a Sound data input 
indication from the input determination section 101. 
To reproduce Sound data, the Sound decompressing appa 

ratus 106 performs decompressing in the Smallest unit 
(frame), called an AAU (Audio Access Unit) of a Moving 
Picture Experts Group (MPEG) audio bit stream, that can be 
decoded to audio signals. AS audio data, a fixed number of 
Samples, e.g., 384 Samples (layer I), 1152 Samples (layer II), 
are contained in one frame. 

First, a normal reproducing (forward reproducing) opera 
tion will be described using FIGS. 1 and 2. 
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In the case of normal reproducing, frames are inputted to 
the bit stream unpacking section 102 in the order of the 
numbers shown in FIG. 2. In the bit stream unpacking 
section 102, the inputted bit stream is unformatted into a bit 
allocation of each band, a Scale factor (reproducing 
magnification) of each band, and quantized sample data 
divided into a plurality of frequency components of equal 
interval. During forward reproducing, the Switch 107 is set 
to the contact 109 by the input determination section 101 so 
as not to activate the gain control section 103. Next, the 
requantization Section 104 performs requantization using the 
header, bit allocation, Scale factor, and Sample data unfor 
matted in the bit Stream unpacking Section 102, and the 
bands of the requantized Sample data are Synthesized in the 
synthesis Subband filter 105, thereby achieving sound 
decompressing. 

Next, forward Search reproducing (fast forward Search 
reproducing or fast play), which is a special reproducing, 
will be described using FIGS. 1, 3, and 4. As one example, 
quadruple-Speed Search reproducing will be described. 

If a quadruple-Speed Search reproducing indication is 
detected in the input determination section 101, the frame 
skip section 110 selects frames at fixed or predetermined 
intervals, and the frames are processed at the Selected fixed 
or predetermined intervals in the bit stream unpacking 
Section 102. Examples of frames Subjected to input proceSS 
ing are shown in FIGS. 3 and 4. Only frames indicated with 
Shading are inputted to the bit Stream unpacking Section 102 
in the order of the indicated numbers and are processed. 

In FIG. 3, after one frame is processed, the next three 
contiguous frames are skipped to process a following frame, 
whereby quadruple-Speed reproducing is achieved. One 
frame is about 36 msec (layer II, 32 kHz) according to the 
MPEG1 Audio Standard. In FIG. 4, after three contiguous 
frames are processed, the next nine contiguous frames are 
skipped to process the following three frames, whereby 
another form of quadruple-speed reproducing is achieved. 
Since the reproducing of three contiguous frames allows 
sounds to be replayed for 108 msec (=36 msecx3) at a time, 
more comfortable sounds may be obtained than in the 
scheme of FIG. 3, and a forward search operation may be 
made easier. By changing the interval of the frames to be 
Selected, the Speed of the Search operation can be changed. 
For example, by Selecting one frame and skipping the next 
five contiguous frames, a Sixfold Speed can be achieved. 

With the forward search reproducing or reverse search 
reproducing, the Sounds outputted at the Same level as in 
normal forward reproducing would be very noisy. Since the 
polyphase filter bank used in MPEG Audio is an overlap 
polyphase filter bank, processing is performed using data of 
one frame (1152 Samples) or more during compression, 
while, during reproducing, decompression is performed 
using data of preceding frames. As a result, performing 
decompression or compression while skipping frames, Such 
as during Special reproducing, would produce noisy Sounds 
because the processing is performed using data of frames 
that are not contiguous. Accordingly, in this embodiment, 
the output level of the Sound Signal is reduced during Special 
reproducing, Such as forward Search reproducing and 
reverse Search reproducing. 

Next, a description will be made of how to reduce the 
output level of the Sound Signal. 

If a special reproducing indication is detected in the input 
determination section 101, the Switch 107 is Switched to the 
contact 108 so as to activate the gain control section 103. 
The gain control Section 103 calculates a new Scale factor 
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4 
based on the Scale factor unformatted in the bit stream 
unpacking Section 101. 

Sample data is separated into waveform and magnifica 
tion. The waveform is normalized So that its maximum 
amplitude is 1.0. The magnification thereof is determined by 
Scale factors, which are shown in FIG. 5. The index field in 
FIG. 5 lists Scale factor numbers and the scale factor field 
lists Scale factors corresponding to Scale factor numbers. AS 
shown in FIG. 5, the Scale factors are encoded with 63 table 
numbers about every 2 dB in the range from +6 dB to -118 
dB. Calculating a new Scale factor based on the encoded 
Scale factors changes the output level of a Sound Signal. 
AS one example, a description will be made of a method 

of reducing the output level by about 6 dB in the case of 
Special processing, Such as forward Search reproducing and 
reverse Search reproducing. In this case, the gain control 
section 103 calculates a new scale factor from the following 
expression, based on a Scale factor unformatted from a bit 
Stream in the bit Stream unpacking Section 102: 

New scale factor number=scale factor number-3 

Namely, when a Scale factor number is 0, a new Scale factor 
number is 3. Since Scale factor numbers are provided up to 
62, when the original scale factor numbers are 59, 60, 61, 
and 62, the new scale factor number will be 62. After Such 
processing, data having a Scale factor near 62 would pose 
little problem in terms of reproducibility because it produces 
low level Sounds. 
The gain control section 103 searches the table for the 

new Scale factor number to obtain a new Scale factor, the 
requantization Section 104 performs requantization using the 
header, bit allocation, and Sample data outputted in the bit 
Stream unpacking Section 102 and the new Scale factor, and 
the synthesis Subband filter 105 synthesizes the bands of the 
requantized Sample data. Sound decompression is achieved 
so that the output level is about -6 dB lower than at the time 
of normal reproducing. It has been experimentally con 
firmed that a reduction of about 6 dB reduces the Sound level 
at Special reproducing to about half of that at normal 
reproducing. 

Next, reverse search (fast reverse Search reproducing or 
fast reverse play) reproducing will be described using FIGS. 
1, 6, and 7. Since the reverse Search reproducing, is per 
formed in the same way as the forward Search reproducing 
except for the order of frames inputted to the bit stream 
unpacking Section 102, a description will be made only of 
the order of input to the bit Stream unpacking Section 102. 

FIGS. 6 and 7 show examples of the order of frames 
processed in quadruple-Speed reverse Search reproducing. 
Only frames indicated by Shading are processed in the order 
of the indicated numbers. In FIG. 6, after one frame is 
processed, the preceding three contiguous frames are 
skipped to process a preceding frame, whereby quadruple 
Speed reverse Search reproducing is achieved. In FIG. 7, 
after three contiguous frames are processed, the preceding 
nine contiguous frames are skipped to process preceding 
three frames, whereby another form of quadruple-Speed 
reverse Search reproducing is achieved. 

FIG. 9 is a block diagram showing the configuration of a 
pickup apparatus using a Sound decompressing apparatus of 
the present invention. Referring to FIG. 9, a recording 
medium 900 contains compressed image data (video 
Streams) and Sound data (audio streams). A demultiplexer 
901 separates multiplexed sounds and images. MPEG 
CODEC902 compresses and decompresses the image data 
of moving pictures. Joint Photograph Experts Group (JPEG) 
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CODEC 903 compresses and decompresses the image data 
of still pictures. MPEG AUDIO CODEC 904 compresses 
and decompresses sound data. A monitor 905 displays an 
image decompressed in MPEG CODEC 902 or JPEG 
CODEC 903 on its screen. A speaker 906 outputs sound 
decompressed in MPEG AUDIO CODEC 904. A control 
section 907 controls the recording medium 900, the demul 
tiplexer 901, the MPEG CODEC 902, the JPEG CODEC 
903, and the MPEG AUDIO CODEC904. A recording start 
button 908 initiates the recording operation. A forward 
search button 9091 initiates a forward search reproducing 
operation. A reverse search button 9092 initiates a reverse 
Search reproducing operation. The pickup apparatus 910 
includes the elements 901 to 9092. 

Two uses, as described below, are possible in performing 
Special reproducing of Sounds using a pickup apparatus. 

The first use is to record and reproduce moving pictures 
and Sound. This includes a case where moving pictures and 
Sounds are recorded by another device, and the data repre 
Senting Such moving pictures and Sounds is inputted for 
reproduction. The mechanism for performing forward 
Search or reverse Search of Sounds while performing forward 
Search or reverse Search of reproduced moving pictures 
enables users to easily perform a Search operation. Moving 
pictures and Sounds are Synchronized using time-Stamps 
provided for each acceSS unit of the moving pictures and 
Sound. A time-Stamp is appended to the pack header of a 
packet shown in FIG. 10. Time stamps are classified as PTS 
(presentation time-stamp) and DTS (decoding time-stamp); 
the former gives the time management in formation for 
reproduction and the latter contains the time management 
information for decoding. When the STC (system time 
clock) within a reference decoder of an MPEG system 
matches the PTS, the acceSS unit is reproduced and output 
ted. Use of the time-Stamps provides Synchronization 
between moving pictures being Searched and Sounds repro 
duced at fixed or predetermined intervals. 

The Second use is to record and reproduce Still pictures 
and Sound. During recording, Still pictures are shot by the 
recording start button 908, while the recording of Sounds is 
Started. The recording of Sounds lasts until the Sound record 
ing end button 908 is pressed. The still images and the 
Sounds are recorded on a recording medium after being 
compressed by the JPEG system and the MPEG system, 
respectively. If the reproducing of recorded Still images is 
called for, in the case of normal reproducing, the Still images 
are displayed on the monitor 905 and the speaker 906 
reproduces Sounds. However, in the case of normal 
reproducing, Sounds are recorded for a long time, So that it 
is Sometimes difficult to locate portions to be accessed. 
Accordingly, if the forward search button 9091 or the 
reverse search button 9092 is manipulated, the MPEG 
AUDIO CODEC 904 reproduces frames at fixed or prede 
termined intervals, and reduces the gain during Special 
reproducing, as described above. This is also true for the 
case where Still images and Sounds are recorded by another 
apparatus and the data is then inputted for reproduction. 

According to the present invention, Special reproducing, 
Such as forward Search reproducing and reverse Search 
reproducing, can be carried out by decompressing frames at 
fixed or predetermined intervals. 

By performing gain control in a Series of Sound decom 
pressing processes, the output level of a Sound Signal can be 
adjusted with a simple construction without the need to 
provide a new gain control apparatus at a Signal output Stage. 
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6 
While we have shown and described several embodiments 

in accordance with our invention, it should be understood 
that the disclosed embodiments are Susceptible of changes 
and modifications without departing from the Scope of the 
invention. Therefore, we do not intend to be bound by the 
details shown and described herein, but intend to cover all 
Such changes and modifications as fall within the ambit of 
the appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A Sound decompressing apparatus comprising: 
an input unit which inputs Sound frames, each of the 

Sound frames being a compressed Sound data unit; 
a frame Skip Section which Selects Sound frames inputted 

by the input unit at fixed or predetermined intervals, 
a Sound decompressing unit which decompresses the 

Sound frames Selected by the frame Skip Section and 
outputs a Sound Signal; and 

again control Section which changes again of the Sound 
Signal outputted by the Sound decompressing unit dur 
ing forward Search reproducing or reverse Search repro 
ducing. 

2. A Sound decompressing apparatus according to claim 1, 
wherein each of the Sound frames includes a Scale factor of 
each band of a plurality of bands, and 

wherein the gain control Section calculates a new Scale 
factor of each band for the Sound frames selected by the 
frame Skip Section, the new Scale factor being effective 
for reducing the gain of the Sound Signal outputted by 
the Sound decompressing unit during forward Search 
reproducing or reverse Search reproducing, thereby 
being effective for reducing an output level of the Sound 
Signal outputted by the Sound decompressing unit dur 
ing forward Search reproducing or reverse Search repro 
ducing. 

3. A Sound decompressing apparatus comprising: 
an input determination Section which detects an indication 

of forward Search reproducing or reverse Search repro 
ducing; 

an input unit which input S Sound frames, each of the 
Sound frames being a compressed Sound data unit; 

a frame Skip Section which Selects Sound frames inputted 
by the input unit at fixed or predetermined intervals 
when the input determination Section detects an indi 
cation of forward Search reproducing or reverse Search 
reproducing; 

a Sound decompressing unit which decompresses the 
Sound frames Selected by the frame Skip Section and 
outputs a Sound Signal; and 

again control Section which changes again of the Sound 
Signal outputted by the Sound decompressing unit when 
the input determination Section detects an indication of 
forward Search reproducing or reverse Search reproduc 
ing. 

4. A Sound decompressing apparatus according to claim 3, 
wherein each of the Sound frames includes a Scale factor of 
each band of a plurality of bands, and 

wherein the gain control Section calculates a new Scale 
factor of each band for the Sound frames selected by the 
frame Skip Section, the new Scale factor being effective 
for reducing the gain of the Sound Signal outputted by 
the Sound decompressing unit during forward Search 
reproducing or reverse Search reproducing, thereby 
being effective for reducing an output level of the Sound 
Signal outputted by the Sound decompressing unit dur 
ing forward Search reproducing or reverse Search repro 
ducing. 



further comprising an input determination Section which 
detects an indication of forward Search reproducing or 
reverse Search reproducing, 

wherein each of the Sound frames is a Smallest unit from 
which Sound data can be decompressed. 
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5. A Sound decompressing apparatus comprising: 
a bit Stream unpacking Section which inputs, for forward 

Search reproducing or reverse Search reproducing 
Sound frames of a bit Stream at fixed or predetermined 
intervals, each of the Sound frames containing data of 5 
a fixed number of Samples and being a compressed 
Sound data unit, and which unpacks each of the Sound 
frames into a header, a bit allocation of each band of a 
plurality of bands, a Scale factor of each band, and 
quantized Sample data divided into a plurality of fre 
quency components of equal interval; 

again control Section which calculates a new Scale factor 
of each band based on the scale factor of each band 
unpacked by the bit Stream unpacking Section; 

a requantization Section which requantizes the quantized 
Sample data unpacked by the bit Stream unpacking 
Section based on the bit allocation of each band and the 
new Scale factor of each band, and outputs requantized 
Sample data; and 

a synthesis Subband filter which synthesizes bands of the 
requantized Sample data outputted by the requantiza 
tion Section. 

6. A Sound decompressing apparatus according to claim 5, 

1O 

15 

wherein the Synthesis Subband filter outputs a Sound Signal; 
and 

wherein the gain control Section calculates a new Scale 25 
factor of each band which is effective for reducing an 
output level of the Sound Signal outputted by the 
synthesis Subband filter. 

7. A Sound decompressing apparatus according to claim 5, 3O 

wherein when the input determination Section detects an 
indication of forward Search reproducing or reverse 
Search reproducing, Sound frames of the bit Stream are 
inputted to the bit Stream unpacking Section at fixed or 
predetermined intervals to perform forward Search 
reproducing or reverse Search reproducing. 

8. A Sound decompressing apparatus according to claim 5, 

35 

40 

9. An electronic camera comprising: 
a Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) AUDIO 

compression/decompression circuit which compresses/ 
decompresses Sounds, 

a Joint Photograph Experts Group (JPEG) compression/ 
de compression circuit which compresse S / 
decompresses Still images, 

a control circuit which controls the MPEG AUDIO 
compression/decompression circuit and the JPEG 
compression/decompression circuit, and 

a Search Switch which gives an indication of forward 
Search reproducing or reverse Search reproducing, 

wherein when the Search Switch gives an indication of 
forward Search reproducing or reverse Search 
reproducing, the control circuit controls the MPEG 
AUDIO compression/decompression circuit to Select 
compressed Sound data at fixed or predetermined 
intervals, Skip other compressed Sound data, and 
decompress and reproduce the Selected compressed 
sound data, and controls the JPEG compression/ 
decompression circuit to decompress and reproduce a 
Still image. 

10. An electronic camera according to claim 9, wherein 
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the MPEG AUDIO compression/decompression circuit 
includes: 

8 
an input unit which inputs Sound frames, each of the 

Sound frames being a compressed Sound data unit; 
a frame Skip Section which Selects Sound frames inputted 

by the input unit at fixed or predetermined intervals 
when the Search Switch gives an indication of forward 
Search reproducing or reverse Search reproducing, and 

a Sound decompressing unit which decompresses the 
Sound frames Selected by the frame Skip Section. 

11. An electronic camera according to claim 1, wherein 
each of the Sound frames is a Smallest unit from which Sound 
data can be decompressed. 

12. An electronic camera according to claim 9, wherein 
the MPE AUDIO compression/decompression circuit 
includes: 

an input unit which inputs a bit stream consisting of Sound 
frames, each of the Sound frames containing data of a 
fixed number of Samples and being a compressed Sound 
data unit; 

a frame Skip Section which Selects Sound frames of the bit 
Stream inputted by the input unit at fixed or predeter 
mined intervals when the Search Switch gives an indi 
cation of forward Search reproducing or reverse Search 
reproducing; 

a bit stream unpacking Section which unpacks a Sound 
frame Selected by the frame Skip Section into a header, 
a bit allocation of each band of a plurality of bands, a 
Scale factor of each band, and quantized Sample data 
divided into a plurality of frequency components of 
equal interval; 

a requantization Section which requantizes the quantized 
Sample data unpacked by the bit stream unpacking 
Section based on the bit allocation of each band and the 
Scale factor of each band, and outputs requantized data; 
and 

a synthesis Subband filter which synthesizes bands of the 
requantized Sample data outputted by the requantiza 
tion Section. 

13. An electronic camera according to claim 12, wherein 
a speed of forward Search reproducing or reverse Search 
reproducing is changed by changing the fixed or predeter 
mined intervals at which the frame Skip Section Selects 
Sound frames of the bit Stream inputted by the input unit. 

14. An electronic camera according to claim 12, wherein 
a number of Sound frames Selected by the frame Skip Section 
and a number of Sound frames not Selected by the frame skip 
Section are changeable. 

15. An electronic camera according to claim 12, wherein 
each of the Sound frames is a Smallest unit from which Sound 
data can be decompressed. 

16. An electronic camera according to claim 9, wherein 
the MPEG AUDIO compression/decompression circuit out 
puts a Sound Signal; and 

wherein the electronic camera further includes a gain 
control Section which changes a gain of the Sound 
signal outputted by the MPEG AUDIO compression/ 
decompression circuit during forward Search reproduc 
ing or reverse Search reproducing. 

17. An electronic camera according to claim 16, wherein 
the MPEG AUDIO compression/decompression circuit 
includes 

an input unit which inputs Sound frames, each of the 
Sound frames being a compressed Sound data unit and 
including a Scale factor of each band of a plurality of 
bands, 
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a frame Skip Section which Selects Sound frames inputted 
by the input unit at fixed or predetermined intervals 
when the Search Switch gives an indication of forward 
Search reproducing or reverse Search reproducing, and 

a Sound decompressing unit which decompresses the 
Sound frames Selected by the frame Skip Section and 
outputs the Sound Signal; and 

wherein the gain control Section calculates a new Scale 
factor of each band for the Sound frames selected by the 
frame Skip Section, the new Scale factor being effective 
for reducing the gain of the Sound Signal outputted by 

10 
the Sound decompressing unit during forward Search 
reproducing or reverse Search reproducing, thereby 
being effective for reducing an output level of the Sound 
Signal outputted by the Sound decompressing unit dur 
ing forward Search reproducing or reverse Search repro 
ducing. 

18. An electronic camera according to claim 9, wherein 
each of the compressed Sound data which is Selected or 
skipped is a Smallest unit from which Sound data can be 

10 decompressed. 


